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Housekeeping

• Information on these pages (in this presentation) is provided as a 
service to the public. While every effort is made to provide accurate 
and reliable information, this is advisory, is provided for 
informational purposes only. These are not intended and should not 
be relied upon as official statements of ASHRAE.

• Any opinions by the author in this presentation are based on 
judgement of the author from scientific literature reviewed as of this 
date.  These opinions do not represent ASHRAE guidance.  Please 
refer to the ASHRAE Covid-19 Website for current information and 
consensus guidance.



Learning Objective:  Update the Greenville South Carolina Chapter on 
ETF Activities and Provide a Scientific and Engineering Background on 
HVAC and its role in COVID-19
• Housekeeping
• Some Basics
• Definitions
• Units of Measure
• NIH Particle Definition
• Polymerase Chain Reation (PCR)

Agenda and Learning Objectives  (page 1 of 4)



Agenda and Learning Objectives  (page 2 of 4)

Some Basics (continued)
• ASHRAE Ventilation Definition
• Particle Size Chart
• SARS-Cov-2 Virus and ASHRAE Filter Recommendation
• Deep Lung Attachment
• ETF and ASHRAE Policy Statements
• Graphic from ASHRAE Position Document on Viral Aerosols
• Stokes Law Particle Settling in Still Air
• Filters by MERV and HEPA Rating
• Filtration vs. Ventilation



Agenda and Learning Objectives (page 3 of 4)

• Infectivity Basic Reproductive Number
• Dose Response Infectivity Concept
• Wells Riley Equation
• Infectivity and Unknown Parameters
• Super Spreading Events
• Guangzhou, China, Restaurant Super Spreading Event
• SARS-CoV-2 Petition 239 Scientists
• Airborne Infectious Isolation Room (AIIR)
• The Evolution of Science the Singapore Study



Agenda and Learning Objectives  (page 4 of 4) 

• Patients Transported from Japan to the University of Nebraska Study
• Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Video 
• Sneezes and Small Particle Travel
• National Academy of Sciences on Airborne Transmission
• Diagram Pandemic Moderation
• University of Oregon Center for the Built Environment Study
• Swedish Study of Hospital North Of Stockholm
• University of Florida Virus Capture
• American Hygiene Association Diagram
• Summary and Recommendations



Definitions

What are Fomites?
• objects or materials which are likely to carry infection, such as clothes, 

doorknobs, light switches, elevator buttons, utensils, and furniture.
What is a virion?
• the complete, infective form of a virus outside a host cell, with a core of 

RNA or DNA and a capsid
What is a capsid?
• All viruses contain the following two components: 1) a nucleic acid 

genome and 2) a protein capsid that covers the genome. Together this is 
called the nucleocapsid. In addition, many animal viruses contain a 3) 
lipid envelope. The entire intact virus is called the virion.



Units of Measure

What are some of the predominant units of particle size we will use?

• Micron- Micrometre, also called micron, metric unit of measure for 
length equal to 0.001 mm, or about 0.000039 inch. Its symbol is μm. 
The micrometre is commonly employed to measure the thickness or 
diameter of microscopic objects, such as microorganisms and colloidal 
particles.



National Institute of Health Viral Particle Definition

• SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped virus ≈0.1 μm in diameter, so N95 masks 
are capable of filtering most free virions, but they do more than that. 
How so? Viruses are often transmitted through respiratory droplets 
produced by coughing and sneezing.

• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7224694



Polymerase Chain Reaction

PCR Testing
• PCR only works on DNA, and the COVID-19 virus uses RNA as 

its genetic code. RNA is similar to DNA, but only has a single 
strand. Fortunately, reagents to convert RNA into DNA were 
discovered decades ago, and have been harnessed, along with 
PCR, to find unique signatures in RNA, too. In this case, PCR is 
referred to as reverse transcription PCR, or RT-PCR.

https://discoverysedge.mayo.edu/2020/03/27/the-science-
behind-the-test-for-the-covid-19-virus/



Definition of Ventilation from ASHRAE 62.1 Ventilation for 
Indoor Air Quality

Ventilation: the process of supplying air to or removing air 
from a space for the purpose of controlling air contaminant 
levels, humidity, or temperature within the space.

• Note:  It is air supply to a space, not outside air only.



Quote about Science

"In a lecture at Cornell University in 1964, the physicist Richard Feynman defined the scientific 
method. First, you guess, he said, to a ripple of laughter. Then you compute the consequences of 
your guess. Then you compare those consequences with the evidence from observations or 
experiments. “If [your guess] disagrees with experiment, it’s wrong. In that simple statement is the 
key to science. It does not make a difference how beautiful the guess is, how smart you are, who 
made the guess or what his name is…it’s wrong.”

So when people started falling ill last winter with a respiratory illness, some scientists guessed that a 
novel coronavirus was responsible. The evidence proved them right. Some guessed it had come from 
an animal sold in the Wuhan wildlife market. The evidence proved them wrong. Some guessed 
vaccines could be developed that would prevent infection. The jury is still out.

Seeing science as a game of guess-and-test clarifies what has been happening these past months. 
Science is not about pronouncing with certainty on the known facts of the world; it is about exploring 
the unknown by testing guesses, some of which prove wrong."

From a Wall Street Journal Essay on Science by By Matt Ridley Oct. 9, 2020 11:00 am ET



The Economist 
Magazine



© Owen, Ensor, & Sparks 1992

Particles are 
everywhere, 
but do you 
want to breathe 
them?

COVID19 virus

COVID19 -
actually in
the air

Slide Courtesy Kathleen Owen ASHRAE ETF



Particle Size FAQ From Filtration Section of the ASHRAE COVID-
19 Website Guidance

• Research has shown that the particle size of the SARS-CoV-2 virus is around 0.1 µm 
(micrometer). However, the virus does not travel through the air by itself. Since it is 
human generated, the virus is trapped in respiratory droplets and droplet nuclei (dried 
respiratory droplets) that are predominantly 1 µm in size and larger.

• ASHRAE currently recommends using a minimum MERV 13 filter, which is at least 85% 
efficient at capturing particles in 1 µm to 3 µm size range. A MERV 14 filter is at least 
90% efficient at capturing those same particles. Thus, the recommended filters are 
significantly more efficient at capturing the particles of concern that a typical MERV 8 
filter which is only around 20% efficient in the 1 µm to 3 µm size range. Filters with 
MERV ratings higher than 14 would capture an even higher percentage of the particles 
of concern. High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters are even more efficient at 
filtering human-generated infectious aerosols. By definition, a HEPA filter must be at 
least 99.97% efficient at capturing particles 0.3 µm in size. This 0.3 µm particle 
approximates the most penetrating particle size (MPPS) through the filter. HEPA filters 
are even more efficient at capturing particles larger AND smaller than the MPPS. Thus, 
HEPA filters are more that 99.97% efficient at capturing airborne viral particles 
associated with SARS-CoV-2.



The COVID-19 virus mutated, allowing attachment to our deep lung 
tissues, and we have no immunological defenses from prior exposure 



ASHRAE Statements Approved Early by the ETF and ASHRAE

• Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 through the air is sufficiently likely that 
airborne exposure to the virus should be controlled. Changes to building 
operations, including the operation of heating, ventilating, and air-
conditioning systems, can reduce airborne exposures.

• Ventilation and filtration provided by heating, ventilating, and air-
conditioning systems can reduce the airborne concentration of SARS-
CoV-2 and thus the risk of transmission through the air. Unconditioned 
spaces can cause thermal stress to people that may be directly life 
threatening and that may also lower resistance to infection. In general, 
disabling of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems is not a 
recommended measure to reduce the transmission of the virus.



The Basics That Must 
Be Understood-
Infectivity and
Unknown Parameters

• From the 
ASHRAE 
Position 
Document on 
Infectious 
Aerosols



Does this 
sound 

familiar?

Source: ASHRAE PD on Infectious Aerosols



Filters by MERV and HEPA Rating

Ensor 1988

HEPA  ≥99.97% 
at 0.3 µm MMD

*

*

Source: Kathleen Owen ASHRAE
Epidemic Task Force



Filtration vs. Ventilation

Increase of annual cost, 
with the increase of 

fresh air demands, for 
lower infection

22

Azimi and Stephens, Building and Environment 70 (2013) 150-160
Slide Courtesy Dr. Bill Bahnfleth ASHRAE ETF Chair



Infectivity - Basic Reproductive Number

Infectious disease Basic reproductive number (R0)

Measles 15–17

Whooping cough 15–17

Chickenpox
103

10–12

Mumps 10–12

Rubella 7–8

Diphtheria 5–6

Poliomyelitis 5–6

Smallpox
103

4–7

Influenza
99

,
100

,
101

1.68–20

SARS
104

,
105

2–3

R0, the number of secondary cases arising from a single index case in an otherwise totally 
susceptible population



Airborne Transmission  Dose Response

• Medium Tissue Culture Infectious Dose (in virology known as TCID50)
• Human Inhalation Infectious Dose (in virology known as ID50) for 50% 

infection risk.

• Are you comfortable with using probabilities?
• Animal study models and transfer to humans, or human subjects to 

test of Inhalation Infectious Dose?



Wells-Riley 
Equation
(Equation 

Above)

• Together with the Poisson probability distribution describing the 
randomly distributed discrete infectious particles in the air, the Wells–Riley 
equation was derived as follows:
• P I is the probability of infection

• C is the number of infection cases

• S is the number of susceptibles

• I is the number of infectors

• p is the pulmonary ventilation rate of a person

• q is the quanta generation rate

• t is the exposure time interval

• Q is the room ventilation rate with clean air. 

• The quanta generation rate, q, cannot be directly obtained, but 
estimated epidemiologically from an outbreak case where the attack 
rate of the disease during the outbreak is substituted into P I. If the 
exposure time and ventilation rate are known, the quanta generation 
rate of the disease can be calculated from Equation 1.



Infectivity and 
Unknown 
Parameters

• What was the point of showing the preceding 
equations and factors used in analysis?

• All of the parameters in the equation are 
unknown

• One group of aerosol scientists, mechanical 
engineers, and mathematicians have inferred 
the quanta term from Skagit County

• In order to make an engineering analysis, 
models and decisions are made off of diseases 
where the preceding factors have been 
established.  With some specific caveats.



Superspreading Event Tracking

Swinkels, K. (2020). COVID-19 Superspreading Events Around the World [Google 
Sheet]. Retrieved 
from https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1c9jwMyT1lw2P0d6SDTno6nHL
GMtpheO9xJyGHgdBoco/edit?usp=sharing

https://superspreadingdatabase.github.io/bubble-map-timeline.html

From Dr. Walid Chakroun ASHRAE ETF



SARS-CoV-2 Transmission Debate

Unexplained COVID-19 “community spread” incidents cast doubt on 
claimed insignificance of airborne transmission.

Guangzhou, CHN restaurant

• 10 of 21 diners at three tables

• Infected by 1 person

• Distance of up to 5m (16 feet)

Poor ventilation and filtration 



Guangzhou, China, Restaurant Super Spreading 
Event



Li- Chinese Restaurant CFD Results



Yes, SARS-CoV-2 spreads through the air? A Petition



Airborne Infection 
Isolation Room (AIIR)

• ASHRAE COVID-19 Web 
Page has guidance for 
creating temporary 
AIIR’s

• Only 1200 available in 
New York City at the 
Start of the Pandemic



CDC Plan for Airborne Infectious Isolation Suite



AIIR 

Air handling scheme from 
ASHRAE Journal Article

Hepa
Filter 
Unit

Recirc 
Unit

Air 
Make-

up

Notice the flow arrows indicate leakage from clean spaces into the 
patient room.



The Evolution of the Science – Singapore Study Posted April 9,2020

“Detection of Air and Surface Contamination by Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) in Hospital Rooms of Infected 
Patients” 
• March 29, 2020 Samples Taken in Airborne Infection Isolation Suite
• Significant Results:

• 245 surface samples were collected from 30 rooms of COVID-19 
patients

• Air sampling was conducted in 3 rooms
• 56.7% of the rooms had at least one environmental surface 

contaminated …



The Evolution of the Science – Singapore Study  (cont.)

• … with 18.5% of the toilet seats and toilet flush button being 
contaminated

• High touch surface contamination was shown in ten out of 15 
patients

• Air sampling of two COVID-19 patients (both day 5 of symptoms) 
detected SARS-CoV-2 PCR positive particles of sizes >4 μm and 1-4 
μm

• Air Sampling was done with devices capable of particle size 
discrimination

• Limitations: Viral culture results were not available to assess the 
viability of the virus contaminating the air and surface.



Patients Transported from Japan to University of Nebraska

• Transmission Potential of SARS-CoV-2 in Viral Shedding Observed at the 
University of Nebraska Medical Center

• Samples Taken in Airborne Infection Isolation (AIIR) Suites and From 
Quarantine Suites  (Homework: Look up AIIR)

• One Sentence Summary: SARS-CoV-2 is shed during respiration, toileting, 
and fomite contact, indicating that infection may occur in both direct and 
indirect contact.

• Many commonly used items, toilet facilities, and air samples had evidence 
of viral contamination, indicating that SARS-CoV-2 is shed to the 
environment as expired particles, during toileting, and through contact 
with fomites. Disease spread through both direct (droplet and person-to-
person) as well as indirect contact (contaminated objects and airborne 
transmission) are indicated, supporting the use of airborne isolation 
precautions.



University of Nebraska

• 3 types of samples - surface samples, high volume air samples, and 
low volume personal air samples

• Air samples were collected both in isolation rooms and in the hallways 
air samples were collected in the room while patients were present.

• Samples were taken in the hallways during sampling activities and 
samplers were placed on the floor adjacent to rooms where sampling 
activities were taking place. Personal air samplers were worn by 
sampling personnel on two occasions during sampling activities: once 
during sampling at the NQU when 6 individual rooms were sampled, 
and once in the hospital NBU when one room was sampled.



Presence in 
All Samples
Box and Whisker 
Plots:

• Range is the length 
of the plot
• Middle two 
quartiles are the box
• The line in the box is 
the median.



Air Sample 
Summary 
Table

• Note the hallway 
samples of 
Negative 
Pressure Rooms



Proceedings of the National Academy of Science

• Speech droplets generated by asymptomatic carriers of severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) are increasingly considered to be a likely 
mode of disease transmission. Highly sensitive laser light scattering observations 
have revealed that loud speech can emit thousands of oral fluid droplets per 
second. In a closed, stagnant air environment, they disappear from the window of 
view with time constants in the range of 8 to 14 min, which corresponds to droplet 
nuclei of ca. 4 μm diameter, or 12- to 21-μm droplets prior to dehydration. These 
observations confirm that there is a substantial probability that normal speaking 
causes airborne virus transmission in confined environments.

• https://www.pnas.org/content/117/22/11875

• Light scattering observation of airborne speech droplet nuclei, generated by a 25-s burst of repeatedly 
speaking the phrase “stay healthy” in a loud voice (maximum 85 dBB at a distance of 30 cm; average 
59 dBB). 



More on length of time particles can be airborne



Sneezes and Small Particle Travel

Doctors Lydia Bourouiba, John Bush, and Graduate Student Eline Dehandschoewercker MIT



National Academy of Sciences on Airborne Transmission
Published July 2020



Would this 
approach 

moderate the 
Pandemic?

Wouldn’t 
source control 

be a good 
idea?



University of 
Oregon 

Center for 
Built 

Environment 
Study



Swedish Study 
of Hospital 

North of 
Stockholm



Questions 
Droplet 
Theory.

Suggests 
Aerosols.



Eureka! University of Florida Research



Air Sampling System



Major Results at Florida

Viable Virus Isolated

• 2 to 4.8 meters away from infected patient identical to infected patient (6 
feet

• Viral Concentrations ranged from 6 to 74 TCID50 per liter of air.
• Patients with manifestations of COVID-19 produce aerosols in the absence of  

aerosol-generating procedures that contain viable SARS-CoV-2, and these 
aerosols may serve as a source  of transmission of the virus.

• For aerosol-based transmission, measures such as physical distancing by 6 
feet  would not be helpful in an indoor setting and would provide a false 
sense of security.



American Hygiene Association (not yet reviewed by ETF)



Late Breaking News

• https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-
covid-spreads.html Updated Oct. 5, 2020

• There is evidence that under certain conditions, people with COVID-
19 seem to have infected others who were more than 6 feet away. 
These transmissions occurred within enclosed spaces that had 
inadequate ventilation. Sometimes the infected person was breathing 
heavily, for example while singing or exercising. Under these 
circumstances, scientists believe that the amount of infectious smaller 
droplet and particles produced by the people with COVID-19 became 
concentrated enough to spread the virus to other people. The people 
who were infected were in the same space during the same time or 
shortly after the person with COVID-19 had left.



Summary (page 1 of 3)

• Ventilation Rate – at least minimum design standards such as 62.1/62.2, consider 
increasing up to as much as ~2X For spaces in which minimum ventilation cannot be 
guaranteed, consider use of portable filters/air cleaners.

• Air Distribution – Avoid air velocities above 100 fpm that could move large droplets 
from an infected individual to the breathing zone of a susceptible person in the 
breathing zone. (e.g., pedestal fans/personal fans, mini splits that produce strong jets 
in public spaces…OK at home) – well mixed, highly filtered air distribution provides 
the lowest risk for reducing the concentration of infectious aerosols when occupants 
move around in a room - directional highly filtered airflow is effective when 

• Filtration – MERV 13 if possible, portable HEPA air filters/cleaners or increased 
outside air ventilation can be used to compensate occupants are stationary and the 
infected person's position is known.

• Air cleaners – germicidal UV is approved, other air cleaners can be considered but 
user must evaluate evidence of effectiveness/safety (Awaiting further guidance from 
Filtration and Disinfection Team



Summary (page 2 of 3)

• Operations – Humidity – Consider establishing minimum indoor RH set 
point, 40% desirable

• Operations – System Operation – 24/7 not necessary if 3 ACH flush is 
performed before/after occupied periods. ACH based on CADR of 
filters can be included in this calculation [Note – This could apply to 
changeover of rooms as well – classrooms, conference rooms, etc.]

• Operations – DCV – Disable during epidemic/pandemic by changing 
controls to significantly increase outside air requirements.

• Spaces must be ventilated!!!!!!!



Summary (page 3 of 3)

• An aerosol or not?  What about the six foot rule?  Densely populated 
spaces?  Ventilation strategy?

• How infective?
• Commercial HVAC Systems and Covid
• Hospital HVAC Systems and Covid
• System type advantages?  (Future for ASHRAE determination?)
• Use the ASHRAE Website for current recommendations
• Volunteer for a TC and Tell Your Friends and Neighbors to contribute to 

ASHRAE Research



The End and Questions

Questions?

Thank you for your Time and 
Attention!

Constructive Comments to make this a 
better presentation would be 
appreciated!
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Maybe so, and maybe not?



Typical ASHRAE ETF Conference Call Agenda



Typica ASHRAE ETF Conference Call Agenda

• Agenda
• Introductions –visitors
• Committee work plans -team leader meetings
• Places of worship/assembly guidance?
• Petition -https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/message-to-who-on-

reducing-covid-airborne
• Team leader reports
• Presentation by Kevin Van Den Wymelenberg, University of Oregon 



Typica ASHRAE ETF Conference Call Agenda

• Agenda –Team Reports
• External Organization Contacts (Bahnfleth)
• Communications (Knight/Gupta)
• Government Activities (Townsend/Yates)
• Developing Economies (Chakroun)
• Science/Literature Review (Taylor)
• Science Applications (Wargocki)
• Research (Hermans)
• Building Readiness (Conlan)
• Filtration and Disinfection (Martin)



Typical ASHRAE ETF Conference Call Agenda

• Transportation (DeGraw)
• Healthcare (Hanegan)
• Residential (Sherman)
• Commercial, Retail (Leung)
• Schools (Metzger)
• Labs (Roach)
• Industrial (McKernan)
• Other business
• Next meeting
• Adjourn 


